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Dear Ms. Titmus:

The enclosed revised manuscript #1024221977340296

Engen DJ, Wahner-Roedler DL, Nadolny AM, Persinger CM, Oh JK, Spittel PC, Loehrer LL, Cha SS, Bauer BA. The Effect of Chair Massage on Muscular Discomfort in Cardiac Sonographers: A Pilot Study

is resubmitted for consideration for publication in *BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine*, as a Research Article.

This manuscript has not been published previously, is not being considered for publication elsewhere, and has been read and approved by the authors for submission to your journal. It has been prepared according to standard medical publishing guidelines. However, in the event the manuscript is accepted for publication, it will be reformatted following your journal-specific guidelines.

If the study reported in the accompanying manuscript involved human subjects, it received Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board approval, all subjects provided informed consent, and patient anonymity has been preserved.

Editing, proofreading, and reference verification were provided by the Section of Scientific Publications, Mayo Clinic.

Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research is the author for the purpose of copyright ownership under the work-for-hire provision of the copyright law. The authorized agent transfers that portion of the copyright that applies to the Mayo Foundation authors. Your transfer agreement will be signed upon receipt.

This manuscript has been submitted to your journal electronically. Per your request, editorial changes have been addressed.
Address pre-publication correspondence and proof to the authors, c/o Marge Lovejoy, Section of Scientific Publications, Mayo Clinic, 200 First Street SW, Rochester, MN 55905 (e-mail: scipubs@mayo.edu Phone: 507-284-8917 Fax: 507-284-2107). This will facilitate prompt handling.

Address reprint requests to Dietlind L. Wahner-Roedler, MD, Division of General Internal Medicine, Mayo Clinic, 200 First St SW, Rochester, MN 55905 (wahnerroedler.dietlind@mayo.edu).

Sincerely yours,

Marge Lovejoy
Administrative Office Manager
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